
FashioneTutor 
Fundamentals of Accessory Design Syllabus 
 
Week 1: 
Design Process Overview/Research and Inspiration 
First session reviews the basic principles of accessory design, with an 
in-depth look into research and inspiration. 
how to start the design process taking into account the following 
components: 
 Brand Identity 
 Target consumer characteristics 
 Lifestyle and Functionality 
 Season 
 Price Range 
 Inspiration Research Resources 
 Research Stages and Goals 
 
W1 Project: 
Assignment for this week involves a written part and a research part. 
In the written students need to think about they would love to create 
or are already working on and identify the key factors and describe it. 
In the visual part students create a collage representing their 
customer, brand identity and general concept or design direction and 
email me the final draft.  It gets posted in an internal album for 
students to review and comment on. 
 
Week 2: 
Concept and mood-board development 
The second session concentrates on developing a concept and creating 
a mood-board for an accessory collection, with various visual examples 
from different companies and designers. The building blocks of a 
mood-board and their importance in the design process are discussed 
in great depth.  
 Picking a color story 
 Picking Materials and Hardware, patterns 
 Finding the right images and creating an inspirational tool for 
the whole design process 
 
W2 Project: 
Pick a concept. research it and collect appropriate photographs, art-
work, tears etc and create your own mood-board representing your 
concept for an accessory collection.  
 



 
Week 3: 
Designing the collection 
This week concentrates on designing an accessory collection with a 
clear focus on: 
 - Consumer age and occupation  
     - Functionality of the accessories  
     - Season for this collection  
     - Materials, leather, fabrics, trims, special techniques  
     - Colors, swatches and prints 
     - A clear concept and a complete research in the form of a 
mood-board or a collage or photographs and real samples of 
techniques, hardware or materials to use 
Examples of sketching from various design houses and designers are 
given in the context of the class session. 
 
W3 Project: 
Students start sketching the accessory designs for a collection based 
on their mood-board, creating a group of about 10 pieces of varied 
shapes and function according to their concept, colors and materials.   
   
 
Week 4: 
This week concentrates on: 
 -Technical responsibilities of a designer 
 -Spec sheets & tech packs {what is a tech pack and how to 
create one} 
 
W4 Project: 
The assignment for this week is to pick some of the sketches, created 
in Week 3 and create flats for them and fill up all the measurements 
and notes that explain how they need to be made.  
 
 
Week 5: 
Overview of Prototype and Sample development / Manufacturing 
facilities and how different factories make accessories. Photos and 
videos of existing accessory companies and some steps in the process. 
 
W5 Project: 
Students finalize their accessory collection and create a presentation! 


